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This worksheet contains five categories of requirements and conditions 
that a client-side stakeholder in a project involving data science services 
needs to define to ensure timely delivery, optimized cost and valuable 
outcomes. 

Whether you’re working with an in-house team or an external partner, 
clarifying these items will enable you to communicate with data 
scientists more effectively from the get-go and eliminate potential 
project roadblocks.

You may not know the answers to every question, but filling out this 
worksheet as completely as possible will highlight areas where more 
planning is needed. You will then be able to clarify these things 
in your initial discussions with your data science partner.
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Business Need
Define the target domains to help bridge the knowledge and 
language gap between domain experts and data scientists. The more 
specialized the relevant domains, the more likely it is that it will affect 
the composition of the data science team or, in general, require 
additional effort to prepare them for the project.

Describe the use case the solution will address:
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Describe the use case the solution will address:

Define what you, as the business-side stakeholder, expect from the 
project. This will help translate your business needs to data science tasks. 
To ensure the broadest possible benefits from the project, it is highly 
recommended to gather and share prespectives from client-side 
stakeholders from every level that the solution will affect.

Specify the business goal by explaining what results the business 
expects to see from the project:
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Explain how these results will affect end-users’ workflows:

Explain how results will affect decision-makers’ workflows:

Explain how the project results will be evaluated:
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If there is an existing practice or solution for serving the business need at 
hand, explain how it works and why it needs to be replaced or improved.

Describe the current solution to the business problem (if available):

Data

Specify the length of the historical data available (in months): 

Contents of data

Specify the quantity of data (size or number of records, e.g. X tables 
totaling Y TB of data):

Excel

Structured file (CSV, JSON, XML)

Data warehouse

Other

Select the data format:

Assess data quality. Even if you don’t have an expert on-staff who is 
qualified to provide a definitive assessment, a rough estimate can help 
the data science team evaluate the data preparation requirements.
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Personnel qualified to make actionable data quality estimates may 
vary based on organizational structure and industry, but common roles 
include data quality manager, data steward, data custodian, data 
governance officer and other roles that involve data maintenance.

Environment and Tools
Specify how the data science team will access the data:

The data will be provided on physical media or shared digitally.

Remote desktop – operating system:

Cloud service (specify): 

Linux

Windows

macOS

Specify your preferred data science tool. Python, being the most 
widely used data science programming language, ensures easy 
availability of expertise. If you prefer that your data science partner 
use alternative tools such as R, Scala, PySpark, etc, it might influence 
the allocation of staff and other resources.

Python

Select the data science tool:

Other (specify): 

Perfect (no wrong/missing data)

Reliable (very little amount of wrong/missing data)

Specify data quality:

Insufficient (large amount of wrong/missing data)

Sufficient (some wrong/missing data)
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Other (specify): 

Specify the scoring requirement:

Batch scoring:

Daily

Weekly

Monthly

Real-time scoring

One-off output

Deliverables:

Development code and models

Production code

Documentation

PDF

DOC

PPT

TXT

Other (specify): 

Dashboard (The need for the results to be visualized on a dashboard 
will warrant additional development and consequently increase costs.)

Tableau

PowerBI

Spotfire

Qlik Sense

Shiny

Other (specify): 

Output and Deliverables
Define how you need the scoring to be executed. The frequency 
of output required from the project will influence the amount and nature 
of resources required from the client side and your data science partner. 
For example, some models might necessitate the involvement of 
a subject matter expert to conduct “sanity checks” to identify potential 
mistaken results. Meanwhile, in case of batch and real-time scoring, 
it might make sense to retrain the model to improve accuracy or running 
time, which will require the reinvolvement of data science expertise.
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Specify your integration needs:

Deadlines
Although this set of items requires cooperation with your data science 
partner to finalize, sharing an idealized client-side vision of the delivery 
schedule of business-critical items will still provide useful cornerstones 
for project planning. 

Set a target for the start date of the project:

Set a target for the latest date of delivery:

Define the necessary development milestones required 
by the business:

Specify what systems and pipelines the solution will be integrated 
into (if any). Your use case might benefit from integrating the product 
of the data science project into a system like Docker, as it will enable 
easier – even automatic – subsequent integration and allow the business 
to focus on the results instead of the technical details. However, this 
will likely increase costs, because most integrations require additional 
engineering.

Define your preferred frequency of project status reporting: 
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Next Steps
Now that you’ve made it to the end of the worksheet, share it with your 
data science partner – they will likely ask to set up a meeting to discuss 
its contents and plan your next steps together.

We wish you the best of luck with your project!

See an example of what this worksheet looks like filled out with 
actionable information: starsche.ma/dss

http://starsche.ma/dss
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Go Further

TALK TO AN EXPERT

Eszter Windhager-Pokol
Head of Data Science at Starschema

Contact Eszter: windhagere@starschema.com

Eszter holds a degree in Applied Mathematics and has years of experience 
supporting data-driven decision-making as a consultant, with additional 
experience researching collaboration filtering and developing user 
behavior analytics products for IT security purposes. Eszter regularly holds 
data science trainings for business users and teaches Mastering the Process 
of Data Science at CEU as a visiting faculty instructor. She is an organizer 
of the R-Ladies Budapest meetup group and a member of the program 
committees of several international data science conferences.

At Starschema we believe that data has the power to change the world and data-driven 
organizations are leading the way. We help organizations use data to make better business 
decisions, build smarter products, and deliver more value for their customers, employees 
and investors. We dig into our customers toughest business problems, design solutions and 
build the technology needed to compete and profit in a data-driven world.

info@starschema.com
starschema.com

Find out how Starschema can help you use artificial intelligence 
and machine learning to reveal meaningful insights and surface 
opportunities for competitive advantage.

Tell me more:
starsche.ma/sci

COMPANY

GET IN TOUCH

http://starsche.ma/sci

